January 12, 2009
Montecito
Dear Family and Friends,
Greetings at the dawn of 2009. I’m finally getting this ready to go out to all. Ri left for India for
two months this morning - Yikes, as usual - so we have been distracted.
I can report that we went through our little rituals here on New Year’s day. Up before the sun,
and by the cold, gray, lucidity-inducing light of dawn, we listed out our New Year’s resolutions.
Then Rizona had her poached egg – not sure where that comes from. Then we set off to explore,
one Resolution always to do those things on New Year’s day that you want to do more of.
It was certainly a cold and gray light we awoke to here, as we were in a dense, cold-for-us fog.
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Midmorning we drove up Gibraltar Road into the mountains behind us to view the Tea Fire
damage, and rose into a stunningly cloudless blue sky day, the thin but dense layer of fog
blanketing only the ocean waters and the coastline tightly. This is the view east.

In the shot below, looking south, Santa Barbara city proper and the coast is just there where the
fog bank starts and those are the Channel Islands in the distance. All the roads in the foreground
are clearly visible as the vegetation has been burned off completely. The Tea Fire swept down
these slopes in winds blowing fiercely towards the ocean. It made it all the way through that gap
in the middle of the picture, burning up the back sides of the hills holding the fog, and then,
luckily, it was stopped, or stopped itself, just there where the city of SB proper starts. If you go
through the gap and take a left, we live about a mile down, so you can see why the night of the
fire we were startled into thoughts of evacuation.
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Devastation was total in places - nothing but bare ground and ex ocean-view pallacios.

But patches of green where growth had re-started are visible. Indeed, there were these happy
little things that looked like pineapples sprouting merrily away amidst the charred remains.
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Later in the day we took a walk on the beach, still cloaked in the dense fog.

I take a lot of pictures. Nothing fancy, just with my little point-and-shoot. Let’s wrap up the
year with some new 2008 pix for your viewing pleasure and/or amusement. (I have reduced
these considerably for manageable file size. These are best viewed at 150-200% magnification.)
I shoot “series” of pictures over the years. One series lately is putting the camera into the things
which people peer into, like the one I sent Thanksgiving looking out of the turkey while Ri was
stuffing it. I like these two of me, perhaps it’s because I’m not an angry old man, but that’s the
image these portray. On the left is a snail’s-eye view of me reaching for his sorry ass, and right
is a USB port’s-eye view of me peering into that awful tangle of wires behind a computer
looking for that impossible-to-find USB port.
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These are fun – me and Ri checking out the turkey in the oven (and yes I did burn my hand) and
Aibor and Gavin admiring their carving skills, from inside the jack-o’-lantern.

I shot a lot of the “shadows” and “reflections” series this year: here’re three shadows:

Here’re three reflections: the left on our picture window, the center on our coffee table.
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Speaking of shadows and reflections, here’re pictures demonstrating that there are still things to
“see” for the first time. I was intrigued when noticing these simultaneous shadows and
reflections. I’ll work on this idea a bit and maybe come up with a picture - like those sceneryreflected-in-calm-lakes pix which can be turned over and still look the same - that can be turned
three different ways and still look the same. Odd, these pursuits we have……

You have seen some of my “shooting-while-driving” series pix. Here’s one that has a real sense
of place. You can guess where, right?
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I have become fascinated by small things, having discovered the macro switch, like dew.

Fabulous Dew!

Wondrous dew.
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Magical dew.

That’s probably enough with the Dew already!
Last year I think I learned how to take flower pix.
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Natural patterns, little details, stuff underfoot, all catch my attention now. A walk on the beach
is spent snapping the exquisite patterns in the sand in the low-angle setting sun;

and the brilliant colors and textures in a washed up, sandy palm frond.
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Heck, I’ll shoot anything. From variegated cannas, to pineapple skins, to, yep, bumps on a log.

To unhappy sunflowers, colorless but dramatic weathervanes, and annoying blue computer lights

To lovely sunrises, adorable fungi, and cracks in the Driveway that look like Japanese cartoons!

And all the above were taken in just the last 30 days. Madness? Perhaps. Certainly facilitated
by the cheap cost of digital photography. Cheap that is to store. Wait till I try to print some of
this stuff and learn why printer makers give printers away so they can bleed you dry on ink costs!
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I still shoot Ri (MeiMei to Gavin, Granny Ri in India) in her swimsuit all the time. Sometimes
she obliges me with a pose. But mostly I have to pretend to be taking pix of Gavin. I think my
“swimsuit” series beats my “architecture” series anyway, no?

Speaking of Gavin, I have a gazillion pix of him. I like this one where he is feeling that
wonderful moment of weightlessness on a swing.
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And I like this one of little angelface lying in the sun with his daddy Aibor.

Gavin rarely poses for me without making faces, but each time he slid this silly netting over his
face at the park, he stood very still and looked deep into my camera. I’m sure there’s some
literature out there about letting your guard down when you think you’re hidden behind a mask.
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Arri is now the Biomechanist and Performance Specialist at P3. Check out their client list at
www.p3.md. He is definitely in his element there. Surrounded by people serious about strength
and performance. Otherwise he is on his laptop fighting some creature with his on-line buddies
from around the world. He’s a handsome guy, but rarely poses, and usually stops what he’s
doing or scowls at me when I sneak up on him with my camera. Kind of like Gavin.

Aibor’s life is focused on Gavin who turns five this year. Important social skills being passed on

are surf dancing, chop stick use, kite flying, reading and boogeyboarding.
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We watch Gavin a lot, trying to make sure Gavin is active, simply pleased and aware of, and
interested in, the natural world around him.
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Of course I still shoot scenics. This one from atop Camino Cielo above Montecito, in the pine
forest growing where the occult precipitation occurs, looking west along the coast.

And this is from Mt Washington in NH. Typical Prezzie shot – above tree line, still scattered
snow patches in June, and some serious weather forming right over our heads! Loved it.

So, that’s my life anymore. Snapping pictures. Watching babies grow. Traveling a bit.
Hanging with Granny Ri. Of course I work fulltime, but have left out all work pix except these
two. Think solar thermal! And wonder why there are no women in the energy industry!
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I’ll end this with some sillier things. The first pix digitized on my new scanner were of lovely Ri
in India on our wedding day in May, 1972, and a visa pic of me from a time right before that.
Have we matured? Not much. I am still a big baby. Ri patiently spoonfeeds me while I sit
fidgeting on a high chair, fat and happy, distracted by shiny objects. Yummm, pumpkin soup!

Here are Aibor and my “reflected” self portraits. See how our brains have grown from
pondering the imponderables and playing Scrabble. Ri found a beer in NH which I couldn’t
taste, but could certainly identify with the sentiment at the bottom of the label.

Raindrops at the instant of impacting a puddle.
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We have a Hawk on the property. And a flock of ring-necked doves too. Here the hawk is
scattering the flock of doves from their comfy roost atop a tree.

One day we were startled by a thump on our picture window and looked up to see the hawk
swoop in and pick up from the ground a stunned ringed-neck dove. Apparently, the dove had
tried to escape through our window and knocked itself senseless. As a geologist I am fascinated
by the fossil imprint the dove left behind - the remarkable detail, each segment of its little foot,
the feathers – seriously, zoom in and check out the detail. I’ve left the macabre dust imprint on
our window to this day. Always something interesting to see in this world.
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